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6R	B777	
RJCC	–	RJCH	

Brie.ing	includes	good	discussion	on	PBN	and	asks	a	few	scenario	questions	all	
based	around	losing	GPS	in	various	phases	of	.light.	
Upshot	is	its	no	big	deal,	as	long	as	ATC	advised.	Can	revert	to	IRU	and	DME/DME	
if	you	enable	radio	updating	to	complete	the	SID.	

LOS	PART1	
RJCC	GEFFY	DEP	01L	-	+1	EAI	on,	Eng	runup	and	vibes	check	(ER)/	600m	vis	
initially(	LVO	CAT2	only	avail	back	onto	19R	)/	Contam	RWY	new	RSCA	=3	or	
MED,	nb	X/W	limit	for	later.	

Generic	.ield	so	after	push	taxi	straight	ahead	,	advised	RWY	Change	to	19L.	
We	chose	to	continue	slow	taxi	until	.inal	prep	stage	,	completed	parked.	
How	we	managed	it,	PF	directing	PM	;	

1) New	ATIS	
2) Send	new	RTOW	
3) Get	new	ATC	clearance	



4) Carry	out	FMC	runway	change	in	FMC	from	memory	if	you	pref	and	redo	
the	CDU/Final	prep	including	verbalizing	the	required	Flap	and	Trim.	

5) RUN	FCOM3	SUPP	-DEP	RWY	or	T/O	DATA	CHANGE	procedure	as	a	CKL	
6) Leads	you	to	Unannunciated	RWY/TO	Data	change	checklist	
7) Before	T/O	ckl	

Vis	now	400m,	refer	Port	Page,	LVO	approved	on	19R	,	vis	OK.	
Eng	Runup	as	briefed,	normal	initial	climb,	late	ATC	call	to	level	off	at	7000ft	so	
overshoot,	we	used	ALT	HOLD	and	needed	to	regain	with	FLCH.	
Just	approaching	the	.irst	turn	to	the	south	in	the	SID,	CC062,		traf.ic	appears	
descending	toward	us	so	we	queried	ATC,	they	advise	military	traf.ic,	we	initiated	
a	turn	away	and	then	soon	after	TCAS	DESC	.	
Remember	“CX581	TCAS	RA”,	then	“Clear	of	con.lict	,	returning	to	XXX”	calls.	
Continued	climb	to	FL150	.	
Once	Level	at	FL150	ATC	,	approx.		Hakodate	airport	(HWE)		–	20nm,	advised	
company	wanted	a	call,	we	contacted	them	and	were	advised	of	a	positive	Amber	
Bomb	Warning,	and	they	would	like	us	to	land	asap.	
We	elected	to	put	seatbelt	signs	on,	squawk	7700	and	declare	emergency	before	
running	the	NNC.	
Just	before	running	the	NNC	ATC	wanted	us	to	descend	to	9000ft	however	we	
elected	to	maintain	current	ALT	until	CKL	consulted	as	we	were	aware	there	was	
a	reference	to	cabin	altitude	change.	
Also,	of	note	is	the	25nm	MSA’s	at	both	ports	are	highest	at	5.5	however	CFP	en	
RTE	segment	to	HWE	is	9600ft	due	to	the	many	volcanoes/mountains	in	the	
area.	
Worked	through	CKL	,	got	current	WX	at	RJCH		
*RJCH	RnavZ30	280/20	10km	OVC015		+01		wet.	*	
(	Suitable	for	ZRNAV	Z,		satis.ied	with	LPA	given	surface	WET	and	9800ft	
available,	below	MLW.	)		
We	forgot	to,	but	should	have	requested	a	RAIM	forecast	for	the	diversion	port	
which	the	instructor	has	on	a	card	ready	for	use,	I	.igured	it	was	prob	the	ALTN	
for	the	.light	to	Sapporo	so	would	have	had	that	info	already?	(	actually	I	didn’t	
think	of	it,	that	was	just	my	excuse	)	
	Initiated	alert	phase	with	the	cabin.	
There	is	an	option	to	do	a	search	if	more	than	30mins	avail,	we	elected	to	not	do	
this	in	the	interest	of	time	and	the	end	result	in	terms	of	
landing	asap	would	be	the	same	anyway.	
STAR	brief,	and	we	decided	upon	an	EMER	EVAC	.	
Advised	ATC,	cleared	direct	HIBAR	for	RNAV	Z	APP	via	EMINA,	descend	when	
ready	9000,	CKL	now	wants	us	to	desc	promptly	to	cabin	alt	which	is	6500	so	
requested	and	cleared	via	the	procedural	arr.	
Quick	‘Combo’	PA	to	pax,	there	is	some	guidance	in	the	QRH	for	this	speci.ic	PA	
however	we	wanted	to	combine	the	initial	and	approach	PA’s	together.	
Setup	for	APP	,	note	on	chart	that	BaroVnav	not	available	so	remember	to	add	
50ft	to	MDA,	VNAV	PATH	available	as	app	has	a	valid	GP	in	FMC	however	.inal	
track	offset	to	RWY	so	FDs	off/PM	on	at	minima	-		suggest	to	align	early	as	
runway	quite	far	to	right	of	A/C	when	visual.	
Remember	2000ft	call	“ATTN	CREW	AT	STATIONS	X	2	“	



We	debated	and	decided	upon	no	Brace	call	at	30	secs	to	landing	,	however	
Instructor	quite	rightly	pointed	out	the	Cabin	Crew	will	be	relying	on	this	call	for	
timing	to	touchdown	for	the	evac,	good	point.	

ATC	told	us	to	taxi	clear,	we	said	no	and	commenced	the	evacuation.	

REPOS	for	RJCH	RWY30	–	RJCC	LOS	part	2.		

Wx	at	both	290/5	3km	dz	OVC015	+2	BA	MED	NB	01R	closed	at	RJCC	expect	LOC	
01L	from	NAVER	–	BAMBI	ARR.	
Short	sector,	consider	brief	for	ARR	on	ground	with	LPA	already	completed.	
FO	PF	normal	departure	and	a	late	ALT	stop	climb	followed	by	an	TCAS	RA	as	per	
.irst	pro.ile.	
Continue	climb	CRZ	ALT9000,	once	level	CAPT	becomes	incapacitated.	
Mayday	call,	activate	alert	phase	and	run	the	CKL	if	you	have	time.	
FO	.lies	the	arrival	and	LOC	app,	note	the	BAMBI	alt	of	2000ft	is	very	low	so	don’t	
con.ig	too	early,	use	DTG	and	remember	to	add	the	50ft	to	MDA.	

RESET		
FO	PF	.inal	of	ILSZ01L	RJCC,	at	800ft	ATC	call	“CX581	Go	Around”	
FO	pushes	TOGA	and	then	is	incapacitated.	Capt.	calls	“	I	have	control”	.lies	the	
cleanup	and	commences	the	incapacitation	drill,	ex	complete.	

BREAK	

On	ground	RJCC	ready	to	depart01L	and	you	get	()GPS	EICAS.	(	both	failed	)	
Refer	CKL,	doesn’t	say	it	but	good	idea	to	enable	radio	updating	(	which	will	
occur	once	airborne	)	and	then	check	the	actual	SID	RNAV	requirements	on	the	
chart,	for	this	departure	you	only	need	DME/DME	and	IRU	OR	GNSS	with	RNP1	
so	as	long	as	you	get	back	to	RNP	1	at	takeoff	you	are	OK.	Check	the	ND	and	ANP	
is	drifting	to	.65	already	,	Nav	ref	shows	INERTIAL.	
We	discuss	that	at	TOGA	push	the	ANP	will	reset	to	0.1	and	we	will	then	be	legal	
to	depart,	once	airborne	the	DME	DME	updating	should	retain	RNP1	whilst	on	
the	SID	and	if	not,	we	can	just	tell	ATC	unable	and	get	vectors	if	necessary.	
(	Instructor	noted	whilst	not	required	after	pushback,	a	review	of	the	DDG	would	
provide	some	good	additional	info	)	
Also,	once	airborne	+30secs	,	you	will	get	the	TERR	POS	EICAS,	as	this	is	supplied	
from	the	GPS,	the	CKL	reveals	that	whilst	the	display	is	unusable,	ALERTS	are	
genuine.	
After	takeoff,	we	got	the		TYERR	POS	EICAS	as	expected,	after	clean	ran	this,	
EICAS	review,	ATOs.	

REPOS	
Setup	to	incpt	the	ILS	Z01L	with	a	90	incpt	at	3000ft	outside	TENSI	and	ATC	give	
you	a	late	clearance	to	incpt	such	that	LOC	doesn’t	capture	and	you	.ly	through	to	
the	other	side	and	need	to	recapture	before	descending	so	think	about	managing	
that,	essentially	a	GS	capture	from	above	,	you	are	in	IMC	so	can	only	set	the	GS	
incpt	ALT	of	2000	@	TENSI,	if	not	visual	and	not	on	GS	then,	GA.	
REPOS	



Same	scenario	for	the	FO	but	this	time	the	LNAV	is	armed	to	demonstrate	at	90	
with	nothing	showing	on	the	ND	in	terms	of	a	turn,	the	AC	will	turn	and	intercept	
nicely	with	about	2nm	to	run	to	crossing	the	loc.	Halfway	through	turn,	arm	APP.	

REPOS	
FL350	cleared	climb	FL370	with	max	alt	377ish	
As	you	pass	FL360	a	large	increasing	horizontal	shear	produces	the	classic	high	
ROC	with	VNAV	ALT	and	decreasing	speed.	
Use	whatever	method	you	prefer	to	recover,	for	us	we	selected	ALT	HOLD	to	
lower	the	nose	while	holding	thrust	up,	then	FLCH	to	regain	FL370.	

FL370	near	max	ALT	for	the	weight,	PM	disc	AP	and	AT,	select	idle	then	pitch	up	
to	PLIs	until	mid	MSS	on	speed	decay	then	roll	to	60	and	let	nose	to	drop	to	
minus	10	then	call	“upset”		then	give	control	to	PF	to	recover	using	the	new	
strategy.	
“ATTITUDE”	….etc	

REPOS	
You	are	asked	to	program	the	dest	in	FMC	as	KBOZ	which	allows	selection	of	the	
RNAV	VIS33L	(	not	in	our	current	database	on	board	)	
A/C	positioned	at	4000	approaching	MYNOT	and	cleared	the	approach.	
The	pre-brief	includes	the	yet	to	be	announced	procedure	which	includes	using	
300AGL	as	the	minima	for	this	type	of	approach	so	initially	use	YAWKE	as	the	FF	
(	set	2200	)	then	set	320	for	MDA	(	elev.	19	).	
PM	calls	airport	in	sight	but	must	continue	to	.ly	the	lateral	track	of	the	arrival	to	
.inal.	
There	is	a	valid	RWY	WPT	so	FDs	can	stay	on	
Remember	to	set	the	MAP	(	guidance	coming	out	will	suggest	1500	agl	I	believe	)	
for	this	exercise	ATC	advised	if	MAP	climb	1500.	
That’s	it.	

Views	expressed	all	personal	opinion	only	!	

Helpful	Kiwi	



6R - B777ER

SECTION 1
LOS - RJCC-VHHH
You start in the completed push backed position on the ramp from gate 63 in RJCC, Capt is PF. So the engines are 
running, the after start flow has been done and you are ready to call for the BEFORE TAXI C/L. RVR is 600M as per 
the original weather. Clearance is to taxi K4-K3-D-A10 to hold at 01L.

Once turned onto D1 ATC give you a new ATIS. Changes being now runway 19R, temp changed to 0°, RVR400. LVO 
now so we just taxied to A1 and advised we’d need time to change the data. Once stopped, the FO sent off for the 
new RTOW (ensure CMP SN is in the request). Changed the FMC, and did the entire procedure from scratch. 
Additional points to brief was now RVR400 is OK for low vis take off, XW still ok for contaminated runway, temp now 
0° so need to adjust the MSA by 10%.

Depart on the GEFFY 2. at 6,500FT ATC asked you to stop climb at 7,000FT. This is part of the “Automation 
Management” section of the sim and will appear every now and then. Number of ways to do this, I pressed ALT 
HOLD then changed the MCP to 7,000, then used FLCH to descend back to 7,000. I went to about 7,200. Advised 
ATC that we’d gone 200 above and were descending back to 7,000FT. It’s just an exercise on having to intervene 
quickly on the MCP using whatever modes you need at the time.

Level at 7,000FT you get a TCAS event here. I actually didn’t get it here but was supposed to, the target just flew 
over the top of us, mine is later on as a result.

Kept us at 7,000FT and had to prompt ATC for a climb.

Climbing through FL150 we had an ACARS from CX advising of a RED bomb warning. I was PF so set FL160 and 
advised ATC due to an operational issue we need to stop and maintain FL160 until advised. I put the seat belt signs 
on and asked the FO to get weather for RJCC & RJCH. RJCC was still LVO with CAT2 only and the RVR was 
reducing in FG. I handed over the FO to be PF. Weather much better at RJCH so elected to divert there. I set it up in 
RTE 2 so we could see the tracking. I gave a MAYDAY call and requested RV to the IAF CHIYO. they gave us a radar 
heading out over the water and expect RV to ROCCA for the RNAV Z 30.

I got out the NTC book and went through the new bomb warning notice which leads to the new C/L. The new C/L 
are not in the simulator as this NTC only came out in June and it’s a bit much to ask to have them updated within 
3months. Went through the C/L.

Sent an IOC ALERT, then called the ISM using “ISM to the interphone” x 2. Gave the ISM a STAR brief (expected 
bomb on board, 10 min, precautionary landing with possible evacuation). Asked her to have a very quick look 
around as they were preparing for anything suspicious and only call me back if she finds anything. Then gave a PA 
to the pax.

Pulled out the QRH and quickly revised the RNAV requirements and changed the vertical RNP, then gave a CTWO to 
the FO. Then finished off the NNC and then took control back as we approached ROCCA. Uneventful landing, taxi 
off at the end. End of exercise.

SECTION 2
FO now the PF. RJCH-RJCC.
Normal departure but during the initial turn after take off, the A/P fails in the turn. Just re-engage it and it works 
again. The SI said you’d be surprised how many people keep hand flying when all they had to do was try and re-
engage it again.

Climb up to 9,000FT and get a clearance that we are cleared the BAMBI STH for the LOC Z 01L. The captain 
becomes incapacitated and actually had to climb out of the seat and sit in the back. FO is left to fly the rest of the 
approach and do the NNC as well. Land.

Reposition back to 7NM final, FO is PF, manually flown ILS with A/T. Advised by ATC to GA at about 200FT. After the 
FO pushed the TOGA switches he goes incapacitated. Complete the GA single pilot, clean up, once above MSA I 
called the “ISM to the Flightdeck” x 2, then went through the NNC. I then received a TCAS RA which was supposed 
to happen earlier during the LOS.



BREAK
SECTION 1
PBN stuff. This is all discussion covering some things you talk about in the briefing. Basically you’re at the holding 
point and both GPS fail. What is available to us? check the DDG etc. Be aware of what airspace and requirements 
we need en-route and whether we can depart. Eventually the ANP will drift out. We lined up at one of the 
intersections and typed in on the TAKEOFF REF page 01L/A8 into the 4L field to set the shift distance. If the 
intersection is in the database then you can use this method, otherwise you’d have to work out the feet difference 
from the threshold. The whole idea here was that when you press the TOGA switches for take off, the FMC updates 
it’s position with what you have input. If you input nothing it assumes you’re at the threshold. Once the TOGA 
switches pushed, you can see the ANP come down from 6.0 to 0.5 and you see “inertial” on the bottom of the ND 
as the reference. Once airborne, you watch it change it reference from “inertial” to “VOR DME” to “DME DME”.

SECTION 2
You do a couple of 90° intercepts of the ILS with a very late turn on. You end up not only going through the LOC but 
you go out to full scale deflection. The exercise is showing you how it will still descend on the G/S with full scale 
deflection and strategies of how to manage it. I pressed APP then ALT HOLD, used heading to get back to the LOC, 
set the FAF Altitude once LOC captured did an intercept from above procedure. Do one of these each.

SECTION 3
UPRT, stalled condition with nose low recoveries. One each using the new mouth music.

SECTION 4
RNAV Visual. This is a new procedure which is causing confusion in that the SI’s are under the impression we know 
hat the hell this is. He even showed us the new update to FCOM 3 SUP section detailing how to fly these 
approaches. The trouble is, this update to the FCOM’s have not been issued to us yet! the RNAV VISUAL chart for 
KBOS was only installed 2 or 3 days ago into the EFB.

Anyhow, it’s very straight forward. It’s basically using our current RNV procedures with regard to the setup, big 
difference being that once “Approaching Glidepath” you set the MDA as 300FT AAL as there is no “minima” 
published for these approaches. You can fly the entire approach with the A/P and there is even a runway waypoint 
coded at 70FT.


